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Why studying simple models and concepts?

Studies on transport 
phenomena

Test of understanding 
and quality of 
description

Process 
investigations

Budget analyses



Define 
problem of 

interest

Evaluate model 
with relevant 
observations

model development loop

Apply model: 
make hypotheses, 

predictions

Improve model, characterize its error

The atmospheric evolution of a species X is given by 
the continuity equation, 

which means by emissions, transport and sinks.

This equation usually cannot be solved exactly Þ need to construct model
(= simplified representation of complex system)

Design model, make 
assumptions needed

to simplify problem 
(computational resources,

physical clarity)

Atmospheric species: budgeting from different processes
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Box model

Atmospheric “box”: spatial distribution of X within box is not resolved !

Mass balance equation: sources - sinks in out
dm F E P F L D
dt
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q Chamber experiments
Ø It can be difficult to quantify the wall lose effect, also you have 

a module in your model. Some chambers provide wall lose 
rates which you could apply. However, there is a difference for 
particles (size dependent) and gaseous compounds.

q Flow tube experiments
Ø Here the wall lose should be negligible as injected gases and 

particles “stay” in the middle of the tube. 
Ø These experiments are one of the best way to apply a box 

model with very small time step (~ ms) as the experiments are 
normally only couple of seconds. 

q Total atmosphere
Ø A good way for making simple first budget calculation for a 

compound when you know the main sink and source terms. 

Box model – possible applications



Concept of atmospheric lifetimes 
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Lifetime ti: is the time, a molecule resides in the atmosphere (box),
until it is removed by a process i

i) Removal by outflow or transport: Fout

Fraction lost by export: fexp

Lifetime: , k: loss rate constant

ii) Removal by deposition (dry and wet):
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dry: sedimentation and 
sticking to surfaces

wet: uptake by cloud liquid water
and rain out

D



e.g.  O3 + NO = NO2 + O2 k = 1.7x10-14 cm3 molecule-1 at T =298 K
[NO] = 100 pptv×2.5x1019 molecules cm-3
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Chemical Lifetime
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iii) Removal by chemical reactions: L

Chemical lifetime:
1,

1
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Several chemical reactions reducing a compound:
1. order

First order loss (A → B)

2. order

x. order

reaction

for ozone



Chemical Lifetimes of atmospheric compounds 
(average for total atmosphere)

2 days*Toluene (traffic, anthropog.)

1.6 hours*monoterpenes (a-pinene)

45-1700 years **CFCs (sprays, cooling, anthropog.)

3200 years **SF6

8.4 years **Methane (CH4)

57 days*Carbon monoxide (CO)

3-18 days **Tropospheric O3

Chemical lifetimeCompound

*   [OH] = 1.0x106 molecules cm-3 at room temperature assumed

** IPCC, 2001



Example

A chemical species is removed from the atmosphere by chemical reaction 
with a lifetime of 2 years, and by deposition with a lifetime of 1 year. What is 
its atmospheric lifetime?
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Further remark: 

The chemical lifetime gives a measure for the speed of reaching an equilibrium
(‘steady state’) of sources and sink in the atmosphere, if they are continuous.

Þ The compounds with the shortest lifetime reach the equilibrium fastest:

e.g. OH with a lifetime « 1 s.



FOLLOW AIR PARCEL MOVING WITH WIND

CX(xo, to)

CX(x, t)

wind XdC E P L D
dt

= + - -

…no transport terms! (they’re implicit in the trajectory)

Application to the chemical evolution of an isolated pollution plume:

CX

CX,b

,( )X
dilution X X b

dC E P L D k C C
dt

= + - - - -In pollution plume,





Main structure of ARCA



Main structure of ARCA



Column model

C1,x, N1,y, T1,
P1, u1, v1, etc.

C4,x, N4,y, T4,
P4, u4, v4, etc.

Cn,x, Nn,y, Tn,
Pn, un, vn, etc.

Detailed chemistry and physics per box is 
possible as the computational costs are lwo 
compared to a regional model.

It is possible and suggested to parallelize the 
processes which are running unindependent from 
other boxes (e.g. chemisty, aerosol dynamics).

Timestep can be in the order of second(s) if 
required individual modules requite high 
temperoal resolution.

Vertical mixing can be simulated with different 
approaches like the K-theory with different level 
of difficulty.

i = 1

i = 6

i = 3

i = 4

i = 5

i = 1

i = n



Numerical techniques for representation of aerosol particle size 
distribution evolution 



Column model

C1,x, N1,y, T1,
P1, u1, v1, etc.

C4,x, N4,y, T4,
P4, u4, v4, etc.

Cn,x, Nn,y, Tn,
Pn, un, vn, etc.

Upper and lower boundaries need special attention:

The meteorological module solves the prognostic 
equations for the meteorological variables. The 
prognostic variables at the upper boundary of the 
model domain should be constrained with 
available data (e.g. ECMWF).

Upper boundary conditions for gases and aerosols 
has be set in a way that an outflow for all 
compounds with sources inside the column exist.

Depostion in the lowest level(s) depending how 
many levels are inside the rural or urban canopy.

i = 1

i = 6

i = 3

i = 4

i = 5

i = 1

i = n



When the application of a 1D-model makes sense?

Homogeneous 
landscape in each 
direction

Less (no) impact 
from anthropogenic 

emission scoures





'Traditional' formation of H2SO4



Flow tube experiments suggests H2SO4 production in 
presence of an OH scavenger



sCI rate constants have changed
significantly over time

Unit for reaction rate constants: [cm3 s-1]: Reaction rate constant from MCM v3.2,
Reaction rate constant from Mauldin et al., Nature, 2012, Rate constant from Welz et al., Science, 2012



SCI's are participating in SO2 oxidation

50% uncertainty
on measurements

Modelled 
[H2SO4]
using new 
rate
constants 
for all
sCI

Boy, ACP, 2013

Boy et al., 2013 ACP



R =  [H2SO4]OH / ([H2SO4] OH + [H2SO4] sCI)



There are many uncertainties

H2SO4 sink: CS

sCI chemistry:
Ø chemical mechanisms, pathways, products, yields, 

thermal life times, pressure dependency and reaction 
rate coefficients

Ø Maybe/probably the reaction rate constant for reaction 
between sCI and CO, NO, NO2, H2O can be expected to 
be different

Ø other sCI's



SOSAA-FLEXPART simulations



7 days backward trajectories for each hour



Emissions based on the residence time
Emssions are calculated based on the residence times



Input of emissions for all gases 
and primary particles along the 
trajectories.

SOSAA simulations 
along the trajectories 

with input of emission 
and meteorological data.



Modelled and measured HOM(g) concentrations during a JPAC α-pinene ozonolysis experiment . Panel a 
shows the modelled and measured HOM mass spectrum at an α-pinene+O3 reaction rate of ∼0.3 pptv s . 
Panel b modelled and measured total HOM concentration at various α-pinene+O3 reaction rates. Panel c, 
concentrations of HOM peroxy radicals (RO2) and HOM closed shell monomers and dimers. 



Measured and modelled particle number 
concentrations at the SMEAR II (Hyytiälä, 

Finland)

Measured (upper plot) and modelled (lower plot) particle number concentrations at the Station for 
Measuring Ecosystem-Atmosphere Relations II (SMEAR II) from the periods 15–25 May 2013 and 15 
April to 5 May 2014. 

Roldin et al., Nature communication, 2019



What to remember from this lecture? 

• Box models or zero-dimensional models are good tools to simulate 
chamber and flow tube experiments. However, wall loss effects can be 
difficult and special knowledge about the experimental setup is required 
to get it correct into the model.

• Applications of box models with the air flow  for high emission point 
sources (e.g., chimney of coal power plant) are useful for short time 
scales.

• Single box-models can be used to make budgets or to describe the 
situation in a well mixed atmosphere.

• 1D models like SOSAA can be applied locally at homogeneous 
landscape with less anthropogenic impact. 

• Lagrangian models like our FLEXPART-SOSAA model system follow 
the air flow are useful for back trajectories or further development of an 
air mass (how does the particle number concentration will change 
during the simulated period).


